Abstract: Our Agent-based Software Process Modelling (ASPM) approach describes a software process as a set of cooperative agents. Negotiation is the way in which the agents construct their cooperative relations, and thus the software process. Currently, most negotiation models use a fixed negotiation protocol and fixed strategies. In order to achieve the flexibility that the negotiation of the agents in ASPM requires, we propose a negotiation model NM-PA. NM-PA mainly includes a generic negotiation protocol and some rules, which possibly change in different negotiation processes. By changing the rules, the model can support multi-protocols and multi-decision-making strategies at a lower cost.
Introduction
Software Process Modelling (SPM) has been evolved for approximately 20 years since it is first proposed by Osterweil (1987) . In the 20 years, many approaches provide well supporting for the construction of software process models and the model enactment (i.e., the Process-centred Software Engineering Environment (PSEE). However, they are seldom applied into software organisations. Some researchers, such as Cugola and Ghezzi (1998) , Conradi et al. (1998) etc., think traditional procedure programming in these approaches is not applicable to the involvement of human activities. Balzer et al. (2000) think one of the pitfalls of many SPMs is the absence of human involvement. Based on our ten-year experience in working for software organisations and helping them to construct and manage software processes, we think the 'human involvement' does not only simply mean that the humans can interact with the PSEEs but also the human's functions that effect software processes. In real software processes, humans play key roles. They can organise development teams, design project plan and manage software processes by their experiences, their negotiation capabilities, their observation of current environments, available resources, etc. Such flexibilities and adaptabilities are what real software processes required, but most SPMs and PSEEs lack. It is even thought that the more flexible and adaptable a PSEE is, the weaker it is in supporting a particular software process (Gruhn, 2002) . By this reason, some research of SPMs and PSEEs still stays on predefined methods (Ge et al., 2005) . Boehm (2005) points out that the cooperative intelligent agents that assess situations, analyse trends and cooperatively negotiate to determine best available courses of action can be applied into software processes. We took our first step in this area in 2004 and propose an ASPM (Zhao et al., 2004) . Zhao et al. (2005) and Wang et al. (2006) we introduce our further work, especially in real application. In ASPM software processes are human-centred:
• agents are represent humans involved in software processes, i.e., the developers, teams, organisations, etc., and compose software processes
• a software process to be executed is constructed by the negotiation among the agents
• the constructed software process is executed with dynamically adaptation to changes.
ASPM addresses the main two problems implied by above literatures: one is the flexibility and adaptability and the other is the supports of concrete software processes for given software projects, i.e., the decision making support for software project management. In this paper, we focus on one of such flexibility, i.e., a method that does not prescribe software processes: the negotiation for the agents to construct a software process (i.e., a software process model instance) for a software project and the emphasis is how to design a flexible negotiation model to adapt to the changes of the software process construction. The negotiation process for software process construction is multiform, dependent on different environments, business objectives, project characteristics, etc. An obvious example is the negotiation between organisations about software outsourcing. It could be one-to-many auction or negotiation if the market is competitive, or one-to-one bargaining if both negotiators have trusted cooperation relationship. Different negotiation processes, may require different negotiation time, admission of participation, valid messages, and apply different negotiation strategies, etc. Different forms of negotiation processes result in two changing elements in a negotiation model: negotiation protocols and negotiation strategies. Negotiation protocols are rules of negotiation game. It involves negotiation mechanism. Negotiation strategies are the private strategies for decision making. Negotiation models are widely studied in agent-based business processes and e-commerce (Sierra et al., 1997; Comuzzi and Francalanci, 2004; Narayanan and Jennings, 2005; Chung and Honavar, 2000) . Some of them can adapt their strategies and reservation values depending on the environmental changes, such as time, resource, or the past negotiation histories (Narayanan and Jennings, 2005; Zhang et al., 2004) . However, they usually ignore the rules in negotiation protocols (Bartolini et al., 2002) and thus the protocols are usually hard-coded and fixed in implementation (Wang and Chen, 2002; Chung and Honavar, 2000) . Changes of these codes will be error prone and costly. Furthermore, few models address the flexibility, i.e., easy to change from both the model and system points of view. We work for software organisations for tem years to help them to construct and manage software process and we face different, changed, complex and dynamic software process. Therefore, our aim is a flexible negotiation model for software process construction.
To this end, we propose a negotiation model for software process construction in ASPM, namely NM-PA. In NM-PA, the traditional negotiation protocol is separated into two parts: a static generic protocol and some rules. Negotiation strategies are also represented as rules. These explicitly defined rules abstract the easily changing part of a negotiation model, namely negotiation rules. According to existing environments, project backgrounds, available sources, etc., agents can define, change and choose different negotiation rule. When implemented, the rules are stored and evolved independently, interacting with the other part of the model in a low-coupling way, and thus support the flexibility and adaptability of negotiation in a low cost. The static generic protocol is the static part of traditional protocols (compared with the traditional models, it is also fixed but necessary for the balance of flexibility and efficiency). It can support most multiform negotiation processes of the agents to construct software processes.
Related work
An early work on the flexibility of software process construction is ISAR (Dowson, 1987) . ISTAR is a project support environment for managing the cooperation of large groups of people producing a large system. Its key part is a contract model to dictates the allowable interactions among component developers (Perry and Kaiser, 1988) . Based on the contract model, a hierarchy of the development 'organisation' is formed which corresponds a software process without predefinition of a software process model. Even though with same aim, our work pays more attention to the abilities of developers and the groups of them and thus the agents representing the developers, such as the knowledge of them, the activities of them, etc.
Currently the flexibility of software process modelling is played more attention due to the increasing complexity and changeability of software development. Madachy (2006) proposes realises the changeability of software processes and single software process model does not adapt to changing software processes. However, even though his proposed reusable model structures and behaviours can provide some extent of flexibility for software process modelling, the software process is still predefined. Our negotiation method gives higher flexibility.
The advantages of application of agent technologies to software process modelling are not only realised (Boehm, 2005) but also deeply researched (Yilmaz and Phillips, 2006) . The latter simulates software processes by organisation theory, which is another cooperation formation of agents that are different from our negotiation-based method.
In the agent negotiation area, as mentioned in section one, most of negotiation models are inflexible. Using the rule approach (GBRP, 2000; Ronald, 2004; OMG, 2005) to achieve the flexibility of negotiation is done by many researchers. The main idea is to separate the rules that control some aspects of a negotiation process from the negotiation process. Lochner and Wellman (2004) design a rule script language to specify the time control in auctions and thus time control is changeable and flexible. Su (2000) uses Event-Trigger-Rule (ETR) rules to represent decision-making models and the rules can be dynamically added and modified at running time. Bartolini et al. (2002) presents a taxonomy of the rules in traditional negotiation protocols (e.g., obliging a participant to improve on a previous offer).
Our work on the negotiation model is inspired by the ideas and issues addressed in the above research.
We propose a complete negotiation model for software process construction. It covers all the three basic issues (Jennings et al., 2001 ) of a negotiation model.
Agent-based Software Process Modelling (ASPM)
The main idea of ASPM is that humans (including developers, teams, organisations, etc.) are key components of software processes. Thus, ASPM treats software processes as the cooperation among self-motive agents, which have identified capabilities, such as certain skills, knowledge, productivity, etc. The agents base on their sense of environments and software process knowledge, identify their aim and then decide their activities. Figure 1 illustrates the framework of ASPM (Zhao et al., 2005) . ASPM has three layers. The process modelling layer is used to specify software process models. Wherein, software process ontology defines the concepts of software processes and their relations, a modelling language is developed based on the ontology and used to specify the agents, and the agent-based software model is described as the agent specifications. An agent specification is called agent profile, which consists of five elements (Zhao et al., 2005 ):
• Process Knowledge Specification (PKS). It describes the processes the agent can perform. Each process consists of a set of process steps and each process step consists of the following elements:
• a unique name
• a description
• an input and output pair
• a set of triggers
• a set of preconditions
• a set of invariants
• a set of post conditions
• a set of execution instructions that declaratively describe the actions to be carried out to complete the step.
• Process Activity Specification (PAS). Not like PKS, which is the knowledge abstract of how agents perform processes, PAS specifies the actual activities agents can perform, which is the reasoning results from PKS and contains the detailed information for perform and complete the activities, such as required resources and documents, priority and access restriction, corresponding instructions, etc.
• Process Participant Specification (PPS). It describes the organisational entities the agent represents, such as developers, teams, or organisations.
• Process Artifacts Specification (PATS). It defines the process artifacts the agent can produce and the interrelationships among them.
• Process Application Declaration (PAD). It specifies the interfaces the agent uses to invoke the tools and services that can help the agent's work.
The process enactment layer is a PSEE system, where the specified agents are automatically instantiated and they negotiate to generate software process instances under certain goals and environments. When the goals and environments change, agents can modify the software process adaptively. The process application layer is the user interface for the interaction between the PSEE and software engineers. A software engineer can perform and submit tasks, track process execution, etc. For more details about these two layers, please refer to our work described in Zhao et al. (2005) and Wang et al. (2006) . The work described in this paper is in the second layer, the process enactment layer. The focus is the negotiation model NM-PA to support the generation of software processes (the instances).
The negotiation model NM-PA
The negotiation between the agents to construct a software process is an interactive process, where negotiation initiators and their responders (the negotiation participants except the negotiation initiators are called responders) alternate in making values of some negotiation objectives, such as workload, code quality, work products, etc., until reach agreements about them, under public constrains and their own decision-making strategies. It is also a contracting process where contracts moves from template forms to instances with agreed negotiation objective values, which is a promise between the contracting agents. A software process for a software project constructed in this way is finally a task 'tree', the root task and all the descendant subtasks, with the responding executors, and the 'promise' between the immediate upper and lower. The tree is committed from the leaf nodes, i.e., only when a lower agent confirms to its upper agent that it will execute the task according to the reached agreement, the upper agent can confirm to its upper the execution of the same task. Our proposed negotiation model NM-PA gives how an upper agent negotiates with its lowers with regards to one task. The whole tree of the software process is constructed in the same way.
The negotiation model NM-PA structurally and formally defines the elements involved in the negotiation process and the relations among them.
Definition 1:
The negotiation model NM-PA for the agents in ASPM is a 5-tuple (A, CC, GProtocol, NR, Thr), where,
• A is a set of potential participant agents, A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a n }
• CC is a set of cooperation contracts, describing the contracting messages, CC = {cc 1 , cc 2 …, cc n }
• GProtocol is a generic static negotiation protocol, describing the public constrains all participants must comply with
• NR is a set of changeable negotiation rules, NR = {nr 1 , nr 2, …, nr n } where nr 1 is privately defined by a i
• Thr is a set of negotiation threads, Thr = {Thr 1 , Thr 2 , …, Thr n }, where Thr 1 describes the message sequences between two negotiating agents.
In the following we give the detailed description of each element in Definition1 and the relations between them.
Agents
Section 2 describes our previous work on the specification of agents and the focus is the elements consisting of software processes. In this paper, the focus is the negotiation among agents to construct a process model instance. Therefore, we give an extension of the agent specification and add the Environment Knowledge Specification (EKS), which especially about the other agents, such as their existence, their capabilities, the interaction histories with them, etc. Thus, together with the elements introduced in Section 2, the definition of the agent is as the following:
Definition 2: An agent ai is a 4-tuple (PKSi, PASi, PPSi, PATSi, PADi, EKSi).
For detailed formal definitions, please refer to our work described in Zhao et al. (2004) . • O is a set of negotiation objectives, O = {o 1 , o 2 , …, o n }.
Cooperation contract
• V is a set of values of O, V i = {v 1 ,v 2 , …, v n }, where v i is the value of o i
• Rel is a binary partial order relation (a 1 , a 2 ), where a 1 , a 2 ∈ A.
The negotiation objectives (and their possible values), sometimes called negotiation parameters, are defined in the software process ontology of ASPM, such as work products, time limits, qualities. Based on the software process ontology, all the agents have a shared understanding of the content of a cooperation contract. The relation Rel describes the relation between two contracting agents:a 1 is the task announcer and a 2 is the task executor.
The cooperation contract is a conceptual organisation structure of the negotiation objectives. The negotiation process of agents is a process where each of them alternate in making values of the negotiation objectives until they reach an agreement about them. The negotiation process is also a contracting process where a contract moves from a template form to an instance with agreed parameter values, and the resulting contract is a promise between the contracting agents.
Generic negotiation protocol
Definition 4: The generic negotiation protocol GProtocol is a 4-turple(NPrim, Nstate, STF, OF MP ), where (we use a state chart to illustrate GProtocol, see Figure 2 ),
• NPrim is a set of negotiation primitives, which are the communicative acts of negotiating agents. Table 1 gives each primitive and its explanation.
• NState is a set of negotiation state types of agents, NState = {Start, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ,Thr-End, End},where Start is the start state, End is the end state, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , is the middle states, Thr-End is the end state of a negotiation thread (see Section 3.5).
• STF is the negotiation state transition function of agents , STF: NState × NPrim → NState (NPrim could be null and in this case the state transition from S 3 to S 4 could be without any negotiation primitives sent/received). The arrows in Figure 2 denote STF. An additional explanation is that in state S 4 when the negotiation initiator sends an Accept_CC to an agent, it also sends Terminate_Ns to all the others and thus the whole negotiation process ends, i.e., the negotiation transits to the state End.
• OF MP is the output function of agents, specifying the negotiation primitives and cooperation contracts allowed to be sent or received given a particular state.
OF MP : NState → NPrim × CC. The negotiation primitives on arrows in Figure 2 denote OF MP .
Figure 2 Generic negotiation protocol
NPrim i → denotes that the primitive is sent by the negotiation initiator, → NPrim i denotes that the primitive is sent by the responder, and NPrim i denotes that it could be sent by either of them. According to the generic protocol illustrated by Figure 2 , the negotiation process of the agents has three stages: the negotiation building stage, the negotiation stage and the negotiation ending stage. From state Start to S 2 is the negotiation building stage, where a negotiation initiator in state Start and S 1 tries to build the negotiation relationship with other agents by sending the negotiation request Propose_Ns to them and starts several negotiation threads (see Section 3.5). When it receives the primitive Accept_Ns from some agents who accept the negotiation request, it builds up a one-to-many multilateral negotiation. If the negotiation initiator receives Reject_Ns from some agent, the negotiations thread between them end. From state S 2 to S 3 (including from S 3 to S 3 ) is the negotiations stage. In state S 2 and S 3 , in all bilateral negotiations, the initiator and the responders alternate making and sending the values of the task attributes until
• at least a negotiation responder sends Accept_CC indicating acceptance of the task attribute values sent by the negotiation initiator, and then negotiation enters into state S 4 , or
• at least one cooperation contract received by the negotiation initiator is acceptable and in this case no negotiation primitive needs to be sent and negotiation goes to state S 4 .
Notice that the state transmitting from S 3 to S 4 is decided by the negotiation initiator, and the negotiation responders are aware.
From state S 4 to state End is the negotiation ending stage, where when the negotiation initiator sends an Accept_CC to a negotiation responder to indicate allocating the task to it, and sends Terminate_Ns to all the other negotiation responders, the negotiation process ends.
In the negotiation building stage, the negotiation initiator can terminate any negotiation thread by sending Terminate_N, and the negotiation responders can terminate their negotiation threads by sending Reject_Ns. In the negotiation stage, both the two parts can terminate the negotiation thread by sending Terminate_N to the other.
The generic negotiation protocol GProtocol describes the public constrains all participants must comply with, which is static and usually does not need to be changed once implemented. From Definition 4 and Figure 2 , one can find that the GProtocol does not define the concrete constrains, such as the sending time of messages, the legal messages, etc. Such constrains are defined by negotiation rules and they can be changed after implemented. See the following for the explanations.
Negotiation rules
Definition 5: The negotiation rule set nr i of agent a i have two subsets, nr i = {CR i , DR i } CR i is a set of control rules, CR i = {rcr 1 , rcr 2 , …, rcr n } DR i is a set of decision rules, DR i = {rdr 1 , rdr 2 , …, rdr n }, where, r k is a negotiation rule that bases on a Horn clause, r k is a 2-tuple(Conds, Concl), where,
• Conds is the condition set of r k , Conds = {cond 1 , cond 2 , …, cond n }, Cond i is a Horn atom
• Concl is the conclusion part of r k , Concl is a Horn atom.
A negotiation rule r k declares that when cond 1 ∧ cond 2 ∧, …, ∧ cond n is true, the conclusion Concl is true. The reason to use Horn Logic is that Horn Logic Program is complete (this is, a logic program composed of Horn clauses will surely stop). In a negotiation process, control rules are defined by the negotiation initiator to control the interaction behaviours of negotiating agents including the initiator itself. A control rule could be like the following: (in an English auction) the bid price must be more than that the immediate previous one. In fact, the constrains of the interaction behaviours of negotiating agents are specified by both control rules and the generic protocol (see Section 4.3). The difference between them is that different negotiation may have different control rules but the same generic negotiation protocol. We identify the following types of control rules for our generic protocol and software process modelling:
• Starting rule. Determines when a participant may propose a negotiation.
• Offering validity rule. Enforces that any offering has to contain valid objectives and their valid values.
• Improvement rule. Specifies, when receiving an offering, what new offerings are valid.
• Termination rule. Specifies when a negotiation thread and a whole negotiation end.
• Rule choosing rule. Determines to apply which rules in which conditions.
Starting rule can be that when an agent has a task to allocate it proposes a negotiation (i.e., sends negotiation requests to certain agents), or more specified when it couldnot execute a task by itself it initialises a negotiation, etc. Starting rule identifies a starting point when the other modules of the whole software process modelling system call the negotiation process execution module (see Figure 3 ). Offering validity rule can be that the objective value of an offering must be within its valid value range, or the offering must contain some specified negotiation objectives, etc. Improvement rule can be that the objective values of a new offering must be added by certain increment. If the negotiation is a kind of auction with many-time biding, this example is quite important since after each round of biding the responder must increase its bid. Termination rule can specify that after a given time the whole negotiation process or a negotiation thread ends. It also can be that if there is no response from the agent which should respond after a certain time the corresponding negotiation thread ends. Rule choosing rule functions like 'rules of rules'. It provides an capability of adapting environmental changes, such negotiation time, available resource to execute the negotiating task, etc. For example, Rule choosing rule can be that if time left for negotiation is tight, choose the rules which can increase the negotiation speed. When an agent proposes a negotiation, it defines the control rules specified for this negotiation according to its demands, current environment, its goals, etc. They function together with the generic protocol, as the common meaning of protocol to control a negotiation. Control rules are the abstract of the easily changing part of the common negotiation protocol in software process modelling settings.
We can see that here the common negotiation protocol is separated into two parts: a static and stable part, i.e., the generic negotiation protocol, and a changeable part, i.e., the control rules. Just because of such separation, in implementation, the control rules can be stored and evolved independently and interact with the other modules of the system in a low-coupling way. The straight advantage is that when the control rules change with different negotiation processes, the whole system has little infection and thus the maintaining cost is relatively lower. In our implementation, there is no third party controlling centre and the control rules are informed to all the negotiation participants after they are defined by the negotiation initiator. Decision rules describe the negotiation strategies of agents. We classify three types of decision rules:
• participant choosing rule: specifies how an initiator chooses agents to send negotiation requests to and how the responders make decisions on the requests.
• offering production rule: specifies how agents make offerings.
• co-operator choosing rule: specifies how an initiator chooses the final task executors.
• rule choosing rule: determines to apply which rules in which conditions.
Participant choosing rule can base the analysis of the historical records about the other agents, e.g., their trust levels, their capabilities to do the negotiating tasks, the success rate of reaching agreement s in history, etc. Offering production rule generally uses some functions or algorithm to produce every value of the negotiation objectives the offering contains, in ach negotiation interaction. For example, an agent can modify the value it received to the value minus a value, e.g., 10, in order to make the offering close to its expecting. In negotiation, the initiator interacts with many responders and finally it needs to choose one as the task executor, thus ending the negotiation. Co-operator choosing rule is for this use. It can bases on some valuation and comparison of the offerings from different responders, in terms of some criteria and chooses the best. Because an offering contains many objectives (the negotiation is multi-issue), we use the additive scoring system (Raiffa, 1982) for the valuation and thus the comparison. Just as the controls rules, decision rules have Rule choosing rule, dynamically choosing of the rules of each type, for in each type there are different choices that can be used. Rule choosing rule can base on the captures of the environmental changes, such as time, resource, outside market, etc., and adjust the applied rules. A simple example is that the value 10 mentioned above could be adjust to 5 if the negotiation time left is very tight and this the agent has to concede quickly. In most cases, decision rules are private and invisible to the other agents. In a negotiation process, control rules and decision rules are other two output functions, which are changeable, additional to that defined by the generic negotiation protocol. In order to show how these two functions work, let the input set for a agent be I = NState × NPrim × CC × K (NState is the current state of the agent, NPrim and CC is what the agent receives from another agent, K denotes the knowledge of agents to make a decision in the negotiation). Then the control rules and decision rules of a agent correspond to the two output functions respectively: OFCR:I → NPrim × CC and OFDR:I → NPrim × CC. So far we have three output functions, which are OFGP, OFCR and OFDR. According to the following sequential steps, the three output functions and the state transition function STF (see Section 4.3) function together to decide the final output of a agent in a given a state:
• When an agent receives an NPrim i , the state transition function STF takes the agent's current state NStateold and the received primitive as input and transits the agent's state to a new state NStatenew.
• The output function OFGP takes NStatenew as input, and produces the output NPrimGP ⊂ NPrim. This means that in state NStatenew, only NPrimeGPis allowed to be sent (Figure 2 indicates which negotiation primitives are legal in a given state).
• The output function OFDR takes I i (NState i = NStatenew) as input, and produces the output {NPrimDR, CCDR}, NPrimDR ∈ NPrim.
• The output function OFCR takes I i (NState i = NStatenew) as input, and produces the output {NPrimCR, CCCR}, NPrimCR ∈ NPrim.
• The final output {Nprim j , CC j } = NPrimGP ∩ {NPrimDR, CCDR}, {NPrimCR, CCCR} which means the final interaction behaviour must obey any of STF, OFGp, OFDR, and OFCR.
In the case of the final output produced by the steps above include more than one primitives and cooperation contracts, some resolving strategies need to be defined to decide which one primitive and contract. From an analysis of Figure 2 and the above execution process, once a negotiation process starts, each of its three mid states (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) can reach its end state within a finite time period. We then conclude that an NM-PA based negotiation process can terminate in a finite time period after it starts.
Negotiation threads
Definition 6: A negotiation thread Thr i is a message sequence consisting of the messages alternatively sent by the negotiation initiator (denoted by a) and the negotiation responders (denoted by i); let . In a negotiation process, there are lots of negotiation threads between the initiator and the responders. Wherein, one-time biding refers to a one-time interaction that the initiator sends the messages to the responders and then gets all the responses from them before it continues to send the next messages. This indicates that the negotiation process of agents is a one-to-many multilateral negotiation, and also supporting auction or biding. The definition of the concept of 'one-time interaction' is import for the choice of the task executor from many responders because in each one-time interaction, the initiator must compare all the offerings from the responders and make decision on whether to continue the next time interaction or choose one responder.
In Definition 6 for convenience we assume a global time namely Time, represented by a linearly ordered set of instants, tk ∈ Time. Only one message can be sent at given tk, therefore the time sequence t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , etc. in Thr i may often not be the successive in terms of global time because there are many concurrent threads in a negotiation. We also neglect the time difference, thus the sending time equal to the receiving time.
Notice that in some cases, the message could not include a contract, e.g., in the negotiation building stage. This depends on the concrete implementation details.
After a negotiation process starts, they gradually constitute Thr under the control and decision-making of both GProtocol and NR.
Implementation
The agents have the same architecture. Within the architecture, four components are used to implement NM-PA (for other components, refer to Zhao et al. (2005) ):
• A negotiation execution module: It implements the generic negotiation protocol of NM-PA. The generic negotiation protocol is hard-coded in this module. This implementation is same as the traditional implementation of negotiation protocols. But since it is the stable part of the whole negotiation protocol of NM-PA and uneasily changes with the different negotiation processes or forms, such a hard-code implementation will not infect the flexibility of the system.
• A drools rule engine and the corresponding rule bases. They are used to reason and store the negotiation rules of NM-PA. Drools (current JBOSS Rules, http://labs.jboss.com/portal/jbossrules/) is an open-source rule engine, based on First Order Logic. Its rule bases are XML documents, compliant with the Drools rule syntax and semantic. In fact, the negotiation rules consisting of the control rules and the decision rules abstract the easily changing part of a negotiation process. The control rules are the easily changing part of the negotiation protocol and the decision rules are the changing decision strategies. Therefore, compared with those tradition negotiation models which do not distinguish the easily changing part and stable part of a negotiation protocol, and those negotiation systems where the whole protocol and decision strategies are hard-coded, our implementation (i.e., our NM-PA) makes use of the flexibility the rule method provides to support the negotiation system with changeable protocol and strategies.
• (2000), where the primitives are treated as the content of the 'INFORM' message.
• A knowledge base. It stores the knowledge of agents.
In the implementation, a main problem is how to handle the control rules. Most of negotiation systems apply a trusted third-party of all the negotiating participants to control their some interactions. But in our application scenario, agents are autonomous and we do not expect a third-party to be involved. Our solution is to let the control done by the negotiation initiator. Once a agent proposes a negotiation, it has to announce the control rules to all the other negotiation participants. All the negotiation participants must comply with the control rules, including the negotiation initiator, and do the 'controlling' according to the control rules, such as the validity of receiving messages, whether the messages arrive at before time limit, etc. When the negotiation is a special form like public auction, e.g., English auction, the negotiation initiator has to open a public space to let the participants to announce their biding. The relationship of the above components is illustrated by Figure 3 . When a negotiation process is in progress, the negotiation process execution module receives messages through JADE communication platform, and then changes the negotiation state of the agent. Before the agents responds to the received message, it has to decide what a message it should send. To this end, the negotiation process execution module first gets the required data values from the knowledge base and then activates the Drools rule engine, which reasons according to the data values from the negotiation process execution module, the facts from the knowledge base and the negotiation rules form negotiation rules bases (they are XML documents), to derive the negotiation primitive the agent should send and the values of the negotiation objectives it should give. When the negotiation process execution module gets the result from the Drools rules engine, it sends them through JADE communication platform.
In such an architecture showed in Figure 3 , the implemented generic protocol and the negotiation rules interact in a low couple way. The rules are created, edited and changed in a rule editor (complied with the semantic and syntax of Drools' rules). The output of the editor is rule XML documents (the rule bases), which are then imported to the execution module). Figure 4 is a snapshot of the editor. Software process modelling has a strong dependence on some changing factors, such as environment, source, market, etc. In the system above, we develop several experimental negotiation forms, such as open auction, sealed auction, one-to-many negotiation, one-to-one bargain, etc. By easily changing the control rules and the decision rules the development workload is small and error-prone risk is limited because the codes are almost unchanged, avoiding the cascade of error infection. Furthermore, the adaptive capabilities brought by Rule choosing rule make the negotiation process dynamic with changes. In one simple experiment, after Rule choosing rule captures that the time left is tight and then chooses a more quickly conceding Improvement rule, the whole negotiation is obviously faster and ends within the time limit. Benefit by such adaptability, the system can well fit software process settings.
Conclusion
This paper structurally and relatively formally gives a negotiation model NM-PA for the agent-based software process modelling ASPM. The aim is to give a computable model to support a flexible implementation of the negotiation process for the agents in ASPM. To this end, NM-PA does the following work:
• A traditional negotiation protocol is separated into two parts: a generic negotiation protocol and control rules. The generic negotiation protocol is stable part of a negotiation protocol. It is represented by a finite state machine. Generally it does not change with different negotiation forms. The control rules are changeable part of the negotiation protocol. By changing the control rules, multi protocols are supported.
• Decision-making strategies are represented as decision rules. By changing the decision rules, multi decision-making strategies are supported.
Based on some rule methods and technologies, these rules are implemented with independent storage and evolvement, interacting with the implementation of the other part of the model in a low-coupling way. Therefore, the changing of them, thus the negotiation protocol and decision-making strategies has a relatively lower cost. Current work is focusing on the development of the negation protocols and decision-making strategies that most software organisations often use in their daily software process modelling. Some ideas have been developed. Experimental work and real application need to be done further.
